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On July 9, 1976, Connecticut State Employees :.ssocistion,  hereinafter
CSEA;fil.ed  with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, herein-
efter the Board, a complaint alleging that lmerican Federation of State,
County  and Municipal Employees,  Connecticut Council 16, I-FL-CIO,  herein-
ifter AFSCMZ,  had engaged in activities prohibited by section 75-566-3(j)
cf the Connecticut State Employees Act, hereinafter "he Act, in that
(1) the executive director of AFSCME "did solicit public media repre-
sentatives" to make statements charging collusion between the State and
CSEA, within 24 hours next before an election scheduled to be held by the
kard's  Agent Among  corrections employees of the State; (2) the executive
director conducted electioneering at a polling place during the election;
end (3) AFSCME provided transportation to voters from locations out of
State to polling places within the State.

Hearings were held before the Board upon these allegations, viewed
ES objections to the election, at the Labor Department building in
Cethersfield  on August 13, 15, and 31 and September 22, at which the
parties appeared and were represented by counsel. Full opportunity was
given to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses and malce
argument.
1976.

Written briefs were filed by both parties on September 24,

On the basis of the tiole  record before us we make the following
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order.

Findings of Fact

1. On or'about March 5, 1976, the Board entered into a consent for
an election to be held among employees of the State in a unit consisting
cf corrections officers and others with related jobs. This consent was
the result of a petition for an election filed by AFSCME. International
Brotherhood of Corrections Officers, hereinafter IBCO, and Connecticut
State Employees Association, hereinafter CSEA, intervened in the proceed-
ings initiated by this petition. 411 three of the organizations above
named are employee organizations within the meaning of the Act and were
parties to the consent to the election.



2. At the time of its petition AFSCME made a showing of interest
'on the part of 5096 or more of the employees in the unit.

3. CSEA showed an interest of slightly over 1096 at the time of its
intervention.

4. Pursuant to the consent an election was held on May 7, 11, 12,
and 13, 1976, with the following results:

CSEA 420
AFSCME 385
IBCO 51
No Union 5

5. Since no organization polled a majority of votes cast, a run-off
election was scheduled by the Board for June 29 and 30 and July 1.

6. Michael Ferrucci, Jr., executive director of LFSCME,  and others
:?ad  become disturbed with what they felt was bad faith on the part of the
State and its chief negotiator, Allan Drachman, Esq., in its handling of
-he whole collective bargaining process, including negotiations then being
conducted by AFSCME on behalf of employees of the state colleges for whom
.LFSCME  had been certified as representative.

7. This feeling was brought to a head by reports of statements
rllegedly  made by Drachman at a meeting with State officials on June 8,
',376.

8. As soon as he learned of these statements, Ferruccl tried to make
en appointment with Governor Grasso to discuss the problens.

9. Governor Grass0  was unable to meet with Ferrucci on the weekend
zf June 18th, and sent word that Ferrucci should discuss matters first
::ith Commissioners Tepger and Biloon.

IO. The Governor's office arranged such a meeting for June 28, 1976.

11. After the nleeting, wiiich  was held at tine capitol,  F'errucci was
interrogated by reporters for newspapers and network media v:hen  he ceme
zut of the office where the meeting was held.

12. Ferrucci told these resorters  that the State was dragging its
feet in negotiations with EESCME  because it was an aggressi're  union, and
3at the State would prefer to conclude bargaining first q:tFth  other unions
%at were less aggressive in order to set a pattern for future negotiations.
Cnder the circumstances the reporters reasonably understood Ferrucci to
refer to CSEA  when he spoke of other unions', and several of the media so
reported. Ferrucci also told the reporters that he thought Drachman
should be fired. In one statement Ferrucci spoke of sweetheart contracts
in other jurisdictions without naming a particular union.

13. The resulting news and broadcast reports occurred well within 24
hours of the commencement of the run-off election and probably were read,
seen, or heard by members of the corrections unit.

14. Some of these broadcasts occurred during the afternoon and evening
of June 28; the accounts appeared in the newspapers on June 29th.

15. Sometime during June 28th a representative of CSEA  telephoned
3ohn W. Kingston , Agent of the Board, complained of the statements released
bv Ferrucci. and
ti the election.

stated that CSEA was contemplating filing an objection
Kingston told this representative that if an objection

baas  filed on that day he would stop the election and go to the Board with
the objection but that the Board had been 'reluctant in the past "to allow
two bites of the apple." (Tr. 58). Kingston also told the-CSEA repre-
sentative that if the election once started it would not be stopped until
completed, but if the objection was filed during the course of the election
or before the counting, he would in all probability not count the ballots
until the question was answered by the Board. The representative of CSEA
said they wanted the election to go forward.

16. After the election was completed but before the ballots were
counted Kingston met with attorneys for CSEA  in his office and repeated
substantially the statements described in paragraph 15. He also cited
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this Board's decision in Town of Farminrton, Case No. 1792, Dec. No.
1261 and 1261-A. The attorneys for CSL did not request that the counting
of the ballots be delayed.

17. Just before the corrections unit election AFSCME affiliates in
Massachusetts  had secured a favorable contract settlement for employees
it represented in that state. This fact became public on June 30, 1976.

One of the reasons why CSEA did not want a delay in the election
was i!& "AFSCME  would ,$thereb$SEA-  brief  p. ,2).gain the advantage of the impending
Hassachusetts  settlemen . ..'I

19. There was no evidence tending to show either the truth or falsity
of Ferrucci's  statements to the reporters.

20. On the whole record we do not find it more probable than not
that Ferrucci made the press releases
24-hour solicitation ban."

"with Specific  intent to violate the

21. On the day of the election AFSCME supplied a vehicle to transport
nine corrections employees from Camp Edwards,
alace  in Niantic, Connecticut, and return.

Massachusetts to a polling

Gerald Dubrino, a representative of AFSCME.
The truck was driven by

22. On the trip Dubrino may have paid for meals for the men trans-
ported  and'furnished them with beer. The evidence suggests this but does
not warrant a finding that it occurred.

23. The ballots of these employees were challenged and trere not
counted in the tally.

24, On June 29, 1976, Ferrucci came to the polling place in Cheshire
before the balloting to check the ballot box and see that everything was
Fn order. He left the premises before the balloting began. He did not
say anything more than a greeting to any member of the bargaining unit.

25. The run-off election by secret ballot was held at ten correctional
centers on June 29, 30 and July 1, 1976, under the supervisicn of the
3oard's  agents. The result of the election was as follows:

Number of ballots cast . . . . . . . . . . ..a............. 908
Number of Votes IN FAVOR of RFSCME  . . . . . . . ...'.... 459
Number of Votes IN FAVOR of CSE.';  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 374
Number of blan!c  ballots . . ..*.................... 1
Number of void ballots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.......
Number of chsllenged,vote.s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g:

Inasmuch as the blank, void and challenged ballots do not affect the
majority designation of AFSCME, no determination will be made with regard
to them. Since the parties have agreed that the unit is appropriate, the
Board's approval of the action herein is not to be taken as a precedent as
to what unit it would find appropriate in the absence of such an agreement.

Conclusions of Lava

1. A party to an election held under the Act is not prohibited from
naking  releases to the media within 24 hours next before the election, but
if he does so he takes the risk that what is said may reasonably be con-
strued as electioneering whether or not he intends it to be so construed.

2. In this case the releases by Ferrucci were reasonably capable of
such construction and were in fact so construed. They therefore violated
he
Q

24-hour ban on electioneering prescribed by the Board in Cen. Reg.
75-566-13(5).

3. Since CSEA knew about these releases (or some of them)'before the
election began and failed to ask that tho election be stopped or the
counting of the ballots be postponed, it waived this violation unless
it was flagrant,

4. The releases were not shown by a preponderance of the evidence to
have constituted fraudulent misrepresentations , or to have been made with
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l~sp&cific  intent to violate” the Board’s rule, as charged. They therefore
may not be found to have been flagrant under the evidence.

5. The.evidence  did not show any other ground for setting the election
aside.

D i s c u s s i o n

The complaint is Yn  the form of a prohibited practice complaint but
throughout the hearings it was treated by the parties and the Board, as
objections to the run-off election. We  deal with it here only on that
basis. The grounds for the objections challenge three basic lines of
conduct; we treat them in order.

IA
The main thrust of CSEA’s  objections is directed to the press releases

made by Ferrucci on June 28th following his conference with Commissioners
Tepper and Biloon. These are chimed to offend in two ways : (1)  that
they violate the Board’s 24-hour ban on electioneering; (2) that they
constitute fraudulent misrepresentations made at a time when there was
no opportunity to rebut them. We find that they did violate the twenty-
four hour rule but that they were not shotm  to constitute fraudulent
Asrepresentations. We also find that the violation of the 24-hour ban
was waived by CSEA  and that Ferrucci’s conduct was probably not so
flagrant as to warrant us in disregarding the waiver (though this is a
very close question).

Under the test we adopted in Fermin ton (Dec. No. 1261) Ferrucci’s
T----+-news rel.eases  on June 20th violate our ru,.e  which bans electioneering

*&thin  24 hours next before an election. Gen,  Reg. 8 75-566-13(5).
.~FSCME  claims that these statements were attacks on the State and its
negotiator and not on CSEA,  the rival. union. It ~1.~0  claims that the
statements were made in connection with pending negotiations on behalf
If another unit and did not concern the corrections election and were
not intended to affect it. Even if that claim  is taken at face value,
however, the statements clenrly imply that Bl?SCNE  is a. more aggressive
2nd  e.Cfecti.ve  bargainer thrin  CSE?  and tnls  constizutes  electioneering,
*<hatever  the focus and whatever the intent.

We said in Farmington, sunra:

“While we agree that the 24 hour rule shotid  not be unbending
in its rirriditv  we hold that if either oartv ~11s a meetinR  within
that per&d  he-must take the risk of a misunderstandin;  whi:h has
been generated by his conduct, Grid  if it appears from the evidence
that his remarks were in fact understood as attempts to threaten,
coerce, or even to persuade (i.,~?., to “electioneer”), and that
such understanding was not beyo!?d  the bounds cpf reason, then the
election should be set aside on objection by tie other party  unless
it also appears that the other party knew of the events in time to
make his objection before the election and faLled  to make it at
that time. I1

Ye  here expand that reasoning to include press releases made within 24
hours of an election. If either party makes stetements  to be released
within 24 hours of an election we now hold that he takes the risk that
the content of those statements may be taken as electioneering if it
appears that the remarks were so taken and were reasonably susceptible
of that interpretation. In this case it is abundantly clear that these
criteria were met.

The question remains whether this violation was waived by CSEA. O u r
rule governing the conduct of elections provides tii part:

'Wc;~-566-13  (7). In the absence of extraordinary clrcum-
a party having knowledge of grounds llor  objection to

an eleciion is required to make his objection to the Agent
prior to the election. Failure to do so will result in a
waiver of the right to raise objection.”

Ye have recentiy  had occasion to apply this rule %I  Town of Farming-ton
(Dec. No. 1261-A) under circumstances which we find! indistinguishable
from those presented here.
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There was some conflict in the testimony upon the crucial question
of vrhether CSEA  knew of the releaees  in time to have the election stopped.
The Board's Agent testified that a reprcscntntive of CSEA  telephonnd  him
on the day before the election and that in this conversation the Agent
clearly told the representative that the election vould be stopped if
CSEA filed an objection before it began; that if the objection came
during the election the process would not be stopped but "he would in
all probability not count the ballots until the question was answered
by the Board"  (Findings of Fact, P. 15). A representative of CSEA testi-
fied that he telephoned the Agent, but not until June Zgth, when the
election was in progress. We are satisfied of the honesi:y of both wit-
nesses but find the Agent's account to be the true one. He would not
have offered to stop the election if it had already star';ed. The CSEA
representative said that he did not learn of the releases until the 29th
xhen the papers carried them, but the exhibits shcw that the releases were
broadcast on the afternoon of the 20th and v:e find it probable that the
CSEA representative was mistaken about the time of his call.

CSEA seeks to distinguish this case from Forminzton (Brief pp. 11-14)
but we find its arguments on this score altogether unconvincing. The
first contention is that here the rsce between AFSCIGE and CSEA  was a c,lose
one while in Farminrrton  "there is substential  reason to believe that there
iras  no real support for the Union." This overlooks the fact that  in
Tarmin  ton the-bace  was even closer than here; the election there resulted?TiT-Ehote (41 to 41). It is true that in Farnitxton there were not
rival unions - the race was betseen  union and no union - but v':e do not
find this difference significant.

CSEA urges as a "much  more compelling distinguishing fantort'  the fact
:hat the option to stop the election faced CSEA with a hsrdir choice than
existed in Farmington, and a choice vlhich  would be ineffectml  to penalize
:.FSCI%E for its misdeeds. This is based partly on the proposition that if
3SEA stopped the el.ection  I.FSCkIE 'f9~auld gain the advantage of the impending
I,:assachusetts  settlement, which in fact becme >ubI.ic  on June 33, 1976."
(Br. p. 12).

We think this line of srgument  misses the objectives of thd Act and
zf the Boart  in ?,on:hxting  alxtio;rs. 'I'hr,-se  br,Jari  pur~.~ses are best
served  v!here  the electorate is informed as fully  es possible. The Massa-
ohusetts  settlement was a legitimate  factor for the ecployees'  Gonsidera-
;ion so that while CSEA's  tactical advantage might be lost by the d.el.ay
-.he  broad purposes of the .!,ct would be served (in this particular) rather
than impaired. There is nothing wrong, of course, for a party to seek
legitimate tactical advantage but when a party urges hardship because he
:?as  been deprived of it, the Board should weigh this clause In the broader
perspective  of the purposes of the Act. Ve find here that in cho0sin.g
r.ot  to stop the election CSEf, took a calculated risk: it believed its
chances to win the run-off election were greater if it was not postponed
*x.nt.il after publicity of the Massachusetts settlement. It must abide the
consequences of its choice.

So far as punishment of AFSCME goes, this is the office of prohibited
practice proceedings rather than objections to an election.

Of course the Act does seek free uncoerced votes and the Board's ban
on last minute electioneerinn is aimed at furthering that nurnose. &I we
suggested  in Farmin  ton, if a party's violation of Election procedures is

-Ii-%flagrant, then t e 6ta e's interest in preserving the integrity of those
orocedures  might outweigh the State's interest in promoting stability by
ivoiding  the disruption of multiple elections, so that a waiver under
paragraph 7 of the Board's rules would be overlooked. CSEA urges that
?errucci's  conduct was flagrant in this case because it constituted
fraudulent misrepresentation and because it was an intentional violation
cf the rules.

So far as.the  charge of fraudulent misrepresentation goes, it was not
proven. It is the general law that a party who charges such conduct on
tie part of another has the burden of proving (inter alla) the falsity of
*the challenged statement. F. James, Civil Procedure 311, 258 (1965).
There is nothing in the cases cited by CSZA  which suggests that the rule
is different in labor reletions. In most of them falsity of the offending
statement was clear1 shown by the. evidence.
&,

See, e.g., NLRB v. Bsta Shoe
377 F. 2d 821 (tth Cir.) cert. den. 389 U.S. 917 (19m m v.
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120 (5th Cir. 1954); Hollywood Ceramics Co.
Co., 112 NLRBT92

ihe court sal~?"~:,.~~i~P
statements were  false, peti-
they were, and t.he  Board was

thus correct. in refusing to determine whether they were or not."
idfy:. Co, v. Ns, 300 F. 2d. 301, 303 (5th Cir. 1962).

Anchor

The most obvious meaning in Ferrucci's releases was that the State
did not want to have AFSCM3 as its employees' representatives because
aFSCME  is a tough, effective bargainer, and that the State would prefer
to bargain with CSEA because it WBS not so touch and effective, Obviously,
as we have held, this constituted electioneering, srhether it was true or
not. But there was no evidence to show that it was false, It may be
urged that it is not the kind of statement which is capable of being trrle
or false; that it is largely a matter of opinion. But if that is so, tnen
the statement is not capable of const.i.tuting a fraudulent misre?resenta-
%ion of fact, and that is what the federal rule requires. See NLRB v
3ata Shoe Co., supra, 377 F. 2d. at 82? (stating the elements ofis'rule
ZZ3Yiics "a material misrepresentation of fact").

CSEA claims that the releases ohar_ae  1t with collusion and with enter-
ing into sweetheart contracts with the State. This seems to us a strained
construction of Ferrucci's releases, but even if it is accepted there still
is no evidence tp show that even this graver charge was false.

In this posture of the evidence we cannot  find Ferrucci's releases to
have amounted to flagrant violations of our 24-hour rule because they con-
stituted fraudulent misrepresentations.

The claim that these violations were intentional Dresents a closer
Tuestion. CS%A  argues that Ferruccl  knetx  about the SEato's  allayed  mis-
conduct  soon after June 8th and nost3oned his releases deliberatelv to the
zve of the election'in  order to crease  e dramatic incident lchich  mi&ht  turn
-he tide in it. On the whole record before t1s we cannot dismiss this
:iypothesis as an absurdity. Nevertheless we are nnt  persuaded to accept
it b\r the fair grepondexnce  or the greater  weight of the evidence. For
zne 'thing Ferru&i.-did  not oic,i the time for his conference with  t.he  com-
missioners. He had tried to hold it socner  and the Governor's office
finally set the date. %e find the probabilities  pretty elrenly  balanced
?n this critical issue and must therefore decide it against the party
having  the burden of proof.

Since we fail to find Ferrucci's cqnduct  a flagrant violation of the
24-hour  rule, we apply the principles.of waiver announced in our rules
and in Farmincton and decline to set aside the election on the ground of
?errucci's  releases. ,

A word of caution should be added. If releases of this kind should
be made within the 24-hour period of any future election it would be
difficult  to show that the violation was unintentional after the issuance
Jf this opinion,

I IA
So far as transporting the men from Camp Edwards goes, we do not think

"he mere furnishin
riolation  of the 2&

of transportation to and from the polls constitutes a
-hour rule If it is unaccompanied by any discussion or

zny other form of electioneering. Driving voters to the polls has become
zn ingrained part of our political tradition. To be sure there is nothing
in the political sphere quite analogous to our 24-hour rule, but we sup-
aose that the pushing of a crippled voter's wheelchair within 75 feet of
*he polls would not constitute ~~electioneering~' within the meaning of
Section 9-343  Conn. Cen. Stats.

There is no evidence in this case that votes or‘issues were discussed
on the journey but there is a suggestion that an AFSCME representative
>ought  meals and beer for the voters. This would be the clearest kind of
electioneering and is highly improper conduct. It will not serve, however,
es a basis for setting aside this election because the evidence falls some-
%%at short of showing that it occurred, and because the votes of the
employees concerned were challenged, sealed, and not counted, Any mis-
conduct there may have been did not therefore affect the result of the
election though this fact would not kee it from being found a practice
;rohibited  bysthe  Act. See section 3(b P (4).
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The third main attack on the election concerns Ferrucci's  alleged
presence at Cheshire during the voting and making statements in the
hearing of members of the bargaining unit. This we find not proven by
a preponderance of the evidence.

IV4
V-hat  has been said disposes of this complaint viewed as an objection

to the election. It does not necessarily dispose of it as a prohibited
oractice  complaint. It was understood at the beginning of the hee.ring
that this aspect of the complaint would be left open (Tr. 2-4). The
order will. therefore be limited to dealing with the complaint as a vehicle
for objections to the election.

O R D E R
and

CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Connecticut State Employees Act,
it is hereby

ORDERED, that the objections to the election conducted,by the Board
on June 29 and 30, and July 1, 1976, be and the same hereby are, over-
ruled; and it is

CERTIFIED, that American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, Connecticut Council 16, ClFL-CIO,  has been designated as the
represent ativn for the purposes of collective bqrgaining by the majority
cf all Department of Corrections em?lo:Jees in the followin,-  classifica-
tions : Correction Officers, Correction Officer tides, Correctional
Attendants, Correctional Carpenters, Correctional Chief Stationary
Zngineers,  Correctional Electrical.Sunervisors, Correctional Slectricians,
3%-octional  Electronics Technicians,* Corracticnol  Fire Service Super-
'r-icors.  C?rr?n+i:x?zl  F?r)d S~~vicc  Smc~iscrs  : , Correctional. Foci; S*lbtiice
3npervisors  2, Correctional General iW.ntenance~Officsrs,  Corrections1
industries Supervisors 1 (auto mechanics, cabinetmaking, clothing, dairy
farming, furniture refinishing, general industries, laundry, linotype,
zarkars,  printing, sign making, tool and die making, typtx?ritor  repairing,
qholstery),  Correctional Industries Supervisors 2 (clothing shop dairy
farm, furniture shop, laundry, marker shop, print shop, sign shop),  Cor-
rectional Locksmiths, Correctional Maintenance Foremen, Correctional
Xasons,  Correctional Painter, ,Correctional  Plumber and Steamfitter,
Correctional Sergeants, Correctional Sevrage Treatment Plant Operators,
Correctional Sewage Treatment Plant Supervisors, Correctional Stationary
Engineers, Correctional Stores Managers, Correctional Stores Supervisors
and Correctional Treatment Officers, Correctional Rehabilitation Services
Trainee, Correctional Services Aide 1, Correctional Services Aide 2,
Correctional Rehabilitation Services Officer 1 and Correctional Rehabili-
tation Services Officer 2; excluding all others, employed by the State of
Connecticut, Department of Corrections, and that said AFSCME is the exclu-
sive representative of all said employees for the purposes of collective
bargaining with respect to wages, hours and other conditions of employment.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

B

5g-zAAcAa.u
Kenneth A. Stroble
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TO:  -

Commissioner John Manson
Department of Corrections
,340 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut

CERTIFIED (RRR)

Ralph Castellon, Personnel
Department of Corrections
340 Capitol Avenue
Eartford, Connecticut

Commissioner Sandra Biloon
Fersonnel and Administration CERTIFIED (RRR)
State Office Building
Esrtford, Connecticut

Xllan  Drachman, Esq.
135 Devonshire Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

Jack Muraskin
Collective Bargaining Coordinator
Personnel Department
State Office Building
Eartford, Connecticut

Kchael  Ferrucci, Jr., Executive Director
i..FSCME,  Council 16, AFL-CIO
419 Asylum Street, Suite 424
Eartford, Connecticut 06103

CERTIFIED (RRR)

P&chard  Mossman
Council 16, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
410 Asylum Street, Suite 424
Hartford, Connecticut 06103

Karren  Caver'ly,  Tnt'l  Representative
Council  16, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
410 Asylum Street, Suite 424
Hartford,  Connecticut 05103

John Thompson, Executive Director
Connecticut  State Employees Association
750 Capitol Avenue CERTIFIED (RRR)
Hartford,  Connecticut 06106 ,

Barry Scheinberg, Esq.
Connecticut State Employees Association
760 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

.-
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